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The purpose of this paper is to discuss some types of ordinary
differential equations that are usually not considered in a first course*
The types usually discussed in the first course are certain ones that are
of the first order and first degree^ of first order and degree hi^er than
the first, said of nth order. But in considering the equations of the nth
order special methods of solution were given for the homogeneous linear
•
differential equation, said for the exact equations* In all the eases we
sought solutions of the equations in terms of elementary functions*
However, there are certain first order said first degree differential
equations that sore not solvable in terms of the elementary functions* We
shall investigate a particular equation of Idiis type* The equation bears
the nsuae of Riccati who studied it* Count Riocati (Jaoopso Riocati Fran-
Cisco, 1676-1758) was soi Italian whose contribution to the solution of the
differential equation was a method of lowering the order of the differential
equation* We shall find a solution of the Riccati*s equation by establishing
some of the properties of the solution*
Then, we shall consider three differential equations which bear the
name of three men who worked with them a great desd* The first of these
is The Legendre Equation, Adrian Uarie Legendre (1652-1833), a Parisian,
contributed largely to the fields of Geometry, Number Theory, The Calculus,
and Elliptic Functions* We shall discuss the series solution of the Legen¬
dre Equation and pay particular attention to the Zonal harmonies to which
the solution leads,^
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